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The Sisters of Sea View Jun
28 2021 "When their father's
death leaves them
impoverished, Sarah Summers
convinces her sisters to open
their seaside home to guests to
provide for their ailing mother.



Emily and Georgiana agree,
but Viola, who wears a veil to
cover a scar, detests the idea.
Determined to stay together,
the sisters begin the new
venture. Instead of the elderly
invalids they expect, however,
they find themselves hosting
eligible gentlemen. Sarah is
torn between a growing
attraction to a mysterious
Scottish widower and duty to
her family. Meanwhile, the new
situation exposes Viola's scars--
both the visible and those
hidden deep within--and her
cloistered heart will never be
the same"--
Shadow and Bone Apr 06 2022
Orphaned by the Border Wars,
Alina Starkov is taken to
become the protegâe of the
mysterious Darkling, who
trains her to join the magical
elite in the belief that she is the
Sun Summoner, who can
destroy the monsters of the
Fold.
Secret Remains Jan 21 2021 A
cold case murder, a grisly
discovery, and a viper's nest of
resentment, betrayal, and dirty
secrets converge in this
mystery perfect for fans of

Kathy Reichs and Jayne Ann
Krentz. It's been 12 years since
Sandi Parkman went missing
after being dropped off at
home by her schoolmate, Nick
Larson, now the Sheriff of
Freeport, Michigan. When a
construction crew unearths
Sandi's bones--along with
Nick's letterman jacket and one
of his hairs--Nick becomes
suspect number one in the
murder. Dr. Emily Hartford,
the daughter of Freeport's
medical examiner, is called in
to investigate, but the case is
about to get personal. Nick was
Emily's high school love, and
now she has to either clear his
name--or contend that he's the
killer. As she delves into the
case, a host of other suspects
emerge: a coterie of Nick's jock
friends from high school;
Sandi's sister, Tiffany, now a
dancer at a local strip club; and
James VanDerMuellen, a trust
funder who's recently returned
to Freeport. As the autumn
skies darken over Freeport and
the holiday season looms,
Emily must sift through more
than Sandi's brittle bones to
solve the case. Can she



exonerate Nick--and rekindle
their long-smoldering
romance? The race is on to find
the truth.
The Secret of Pembrooke Park
Sep 23 2023 Praise for Julie
Klassen "A remarkable tale
with many unpredictable twists
and turns."--CBA
Retailers+Resources "A treat
for [readers] who want their
historical romances served up
with a generous dash of
mystery."--Booklist "[Klassen's]
work appeals to all who seek a
riveting Regency romance."--
RT Book Reviews Abigail
Foster is the practical
daughter. She fears she will
end up a spinster, especially as
she has little dowry, and the
one man she thought might
marry her seems to have fallen
for her younger, prettier sister.
Facing financial ruin, Abigail
and her father search for more
affordable lodgings, until a
strange solicitor arrives with
an astounding offer: the use of
a distant manor house
abandoned for eighteen years.
The Fosters journey to
imposing Pembrooke Park and
are startled to find it entombed

as it was abruptly left: tea cups
encrusted with dry tea, moth-
eaten clothes in wardrobes, a
doll's house left mid-play... The
handsome local curate
welcomes them, but though he
and his family seem acquainted
with the manor's past, the only
information they offer is a
stern warning: Beware
trespassers drawn by rumors
that Pembrooke Park contains
a secret room filled with
treasure. This catches Abigail's
attention. Hoping to restore
her family's finances--and her
dowry--Abigail looks for this
supposed treasure. But eerie
sounds at night and footprints
in the dust reveal she isn't the
only one secretly searching the
house. Then Abigail begins
receiving anonymous letters,
containing clues about the
hidden room and startling
discoveries about the past. As
old friends and new foes come
calling at Pembrooke Park,
secrets come to light. Will
Abigail find the treasure and
love she seeks...or very real
danger?
Lady Maybe Dec 15 2022 In
this novel by the three-time



Christy Award-winning author
of The Maid of Fairbourne Hall,
a woman’s startling secrets
lead her into unexpected
danger and romance in
Regency England… One final
cry…“God almighty, help us!”
and suddenly her world shifted
violently, until a blinding
collision scattered her mind
and shook her bones. Then, the
pain. The freezing water. And
as all sensation drifted away, a
hand reached for hers, before
all faded into darkness… Now
she has awakened as though
from some strange, suffocating
dream in a warm and
welcoming room she has never
seen before, and tended to by
kind, unfamiliar faces. But not
all has been swept away. She
recalls fragments of the
accident. She remembers a
baby. And a ring on her finger
reminds her of a lie. But most
of all, there is a secret. And in
this house of strangers she can
trust no one but herself to keep
it.
A Castaway in Cornwall Mar
18 2023 Set adrift on the tides
of fate by the deaths of her
parents and left wanting

answers, Laura Callaway now
lives with her uncle and his
disapproving wife in North
Cornwall. There she feels like a
castaway, always viewed as an
outsider even as she yearns to
belong. While wreckers search
for valuables along the
windswept Cornwall coast--
known for its many shipwrecks
but few survivors--Laura
searches for clues to the lives
lost so she can write letters to
next of kin and return
keepsakes to rightful owners.
When a man is washed ashore
after a wreck, Laura acts
quickly to protect him from a
local smuggler determined to
destroy him. As Laura and a
neighbor care for the survivor,
they discover he has curious
wounds and, although he
speaks in careful, educated
English, his accent seems odd.
Other clues wash ashore, and
Laura soon realizes he is not
who he seems to be. Despite
the evidence against him, the
mysterious man might provide
her only chance to discover the
truth about her parents' fate.
With danger pursuing them
from every side, and an



unexpected attraction growing
between them, will Laura ever
find the answers she seeks?
Murder Under Her Skin May
27 2021 A New York Times
Book Review Editor’s Choice •
Rex Stout meets Agatha
Christie with a fresh twist in
the new Pentecost and Parker
Mystery, a delightfully
hardboiled high-wire act
starring two daring women
sleuths dead set on justice as
they set out to solve a murder
at a traveling circus “A
delight.... It’s a pleasure to
watch [Pentecost and Parker]
sifting through red herrings
and peeling secrets back like
layers of an onion.” The New
York Times Book Review
Someone’s put a blade in the
back of the Amazing Tattooed
Woman, and Willowjean “Will”
Parker’s former knife-throwing
mentor has been stitched up
for the crime. To uncover the
truth, Will and her boss, world-
famous detective Lillian
Pentecost, travel to the circus,
where they find a snake pit of
old grudges, small-town crime,
and secrets worth killing for.
Will called Hart & Halloway’s

Traveling Circus and Sideshow
home for five years, and Ruby
Donner, the circus’s tattooed
ingenue, was her friend. To
make matters worse, the prime
suspect is Valentin Kalishenko,
the man who taught Will
everything she knows about
putting a knife where it needs
to go. To uncover the real killer
and keep Kalishenko from a
date with the electric chair,
Will and Ms. Pentecost join the
circus in sleepy Stoppard,
Virginia, where the locals like
their cocktails mild, the past
buried, and big-city detectives
not at all. The two swiftly find
themselves lost in a funhouse
of lies as Will begins to realize
that her former circus
compatriots aren’t playing it
straight, and that her
murdered friend might have
been hiding a lot of secrets
beneath all that ink.
The Painter's Apprentice
Nov 13 2022 From the author
of ebook bestseller The
Apothecary's Daughter 1688.
Beth Ambrose has led a
sheltered life within
Merryfields, her family home
on the outskirts of London; a



place where her parents
provide a sanctuary for
melancholic souls. A passionate
and gifted artist, Beth shares a
close bond with Johannes the
painter, who nurtures her
talents and takes her on as his
apprentice. But as political
tensions begin to rise in the
capital, Noah Leyton arrives at
her family home in the middle
of the night with a proposition
that turns Beth's world upside
down. And when Merryfields
becomes refuge to a
mysterious new guest, whose
connections provide an
opportunity for Beth to fulfil
her artistic ambitions, she soon
realises that it comes at a price
. . .
The Knight of the Burning
Pestle Jul 10 2022 'Let him kill
a lion with a pestle, husband;
let him kill a lion with a pestle.'
So exclaims the Grocer's wife
who, with her husband and
servants, is attending one of
the London's elite playhouses
where a theatre comany has
just begun to perform. Peeved
at the fact that all the plays
they see are satires on the lives
and values of London's

citizenry, the Grocer and his
wife interrupt and demand a
play that instead contains
chivalric quests and courtly
love. What's more, they
nominate their apprentice Rafe
to take on the hero's role of the
knight in this entirely new play.
The author, Francis Beaumont,
ends up not just satirising the
grocers' naive taste for
romance but parodying his own
example of citizen comedy.
This play-within-a-play
becomes a pastiche of
contemporary plays that
scorned those who were not
courtiers or at least gentlemen
or ladies. Like Cervantes in
Don Quixote, Beaumont
exposes the folly of those that
take representations for
realities, but also celebrates
their idealism and love of
adventure. The editor, Michael
Hattaway, is editor of plays by
Shakespeare and Jonson as
well as of several volumes of
critical essays, and author of
Elizabethan Popular Theatre,
Hamlet: The Critics Debate,
and Renaissance and
Reformations: An Introduction
to Early Modern English



Literature. He is Professor
Emeritus of English Literature
in the University of Sheffield.
The Ladies of Ivy Cottage
(Tales from Ivy Hill Book
#2) Feb 14 2023 New from the
Top Author of Inspirational
Regency Romance Return to
Ivy Hill in The Ladies of Ivy
Cottage as friendships deepen,
romances blossom, and
mysteries unfold. Living with
the two Miss Groves in Ivy
Cottage, impoverished
gentlewoman Rachel Ashford is
determined to earn her own
livelihood . . . somehow. When
the village women encourage
her to open a subscription
library with the many books
she has inherited or acquired
through donations, Rachel
discovers two mysteries hidden
among them. A man who once
broke her heart helps her
search for clues, but will both
find more than they bargained
for? Rachel's friend and
hostess, Mercy Grove, has
given up thoughts of suitors
and fills her days managing her
girls' school. So when several
men take an interest in Ivy
Cottage, she assumes pretty

Miss Ashford is the cause.
Exactly what--or who--has
captured each man's attention?
The truth may surprise them
all. Meanwhile, life has
improved at the coaching inn
and Jane Bell is ready to put
grief behind her. Now if only
the man she misses would
return--but where is he? As the
women of Ivy Hill search for
answers about the past and
hope for the future, might they
find love along the way?
The Apothecary's Daughter Jun
01 2024 Lillian Haswell,
brilliant daughter of the local
apothecary, yearns for more
adventure and experience than
life in her father's shop and
their small village provides.
She also longs to know the
truth behind her mother's
disappearance, which villagers
whisper about but her father
refuses to discuss. Opportunity
comes when a distant aunt
offers to educate her as a lady
in London. Exposed to
fashionable society and
romance--as well as clues
about her mother--Lilly is torn
when she is summoned back to
her ailing father's bedside.



Women are forbidden to work
as apothecaries, so to save the
family legacy, Lilly will have to
make it appear as if her father
is still making all the diagnoses
and decisions. But the
suspicious eyes of a scholarly
physician and a competing
apothecary are upon her. As
they vie for village prominence,
three men also vie for Lilly's
heart.
The Dancing Master Aug 11
2022 Finding himself the man
of the family, London dancing
master Alec Valcourt moves his
mother and sister to remote
Devonshire, hoping to start
over. But he is stunned to learn
the village matriarch has
prohibited all dancing, for
reasons buried deep in her
past. Alec finds an unlikely ally
in the matriarch's daughter.
Though he's initially wary of
Julia Midwinter's reckless
flirtation, he comes to realize
her bold exterior disguises a
vulnerable soul--and hidden
sorrows of her own. Julia is
quickly attracted to the
handsome dancing master--a
man her mother would never
approve of--but she cannot

imagine why Mr. Valcourt
would leave London, or why he
evades questions about his
past. With Alec's help, can Julia
uncover old secrets and restore
life to her somber village...and
to her mother's tattered heart?
Filled with mystery and
romance, The Dancing Master
brings to life the intriguing
profession of those who taught
essential social graces for
ladies and gentlemen hoping to
make a "good match" in
Regency England. Praise for
Julie Klassen's The Tutor's
Daughter "Whether you're a
fan of Jane Austen or Charlotte
Bronte, or both, you will soon
become a fan of Julie Klassen
once you read this wonderful
book."--GoodReads "Well-
developed characters, plot
twists, and attention to period
detail make this a sure bet for
fans of Regency novels."--
Library Journal
"Regency/Klassen fans will love
the mystery, romance, and
drama."--Publishers Weekly
Discussion questions included.
Shattered (Alaskan Courage
Book #2) Sep 11 2022 A
Thrilling New Romantic



Suspense from the Genre's
Newest Star Piper McKenna
couldn't be more thrilled that
her prodigal brother, Reef, has
returned to Yancey, Alaska,
after five years. But her
happiness is short-lived when
Reef appears at her house
covered in blood. A fellow
snowboarder has been killed--
but despite the evidence, Reef
swears he's innocent. And
Piper believes him. Deputy
Landon Grainger loves the
McKennas like family, but he's
also sworn to find the truth.
Piper is frustrated with his
need for facts over faith, but he
knows those closest to you
have the power to deceive you
the most. With his sheriff
pushing for a quick conviction,
some unexpected leads
complicate the investigation,
and pursuing the truth may
mean risking Landon's career.
With Piper waging her own
search, the two head deep into
Canada's rugged backcountry--
and unexpected complications.
Not only does their long
friendship seem to be turning
into something more, but this
dangerous case is becoming

deadlier with each step.
A Winter by the Sea Oct 01
2021 Royalty comes to
Sidmouth, bringing unexpected
danger and the sweet
possibility of romance. ... When
the Duke and Duchess of Kent
and their daughter--the future
Queen Victoria--rent
neighboring Woolbrook
Cottage for the winter, the
Summers sisters are called
upon to host three of the royal
family's male staff in their
seaside house. But they soon
realize they've invited secrets
and intrigue into their home.
Meanwhile, Emily Summers
longs to become an author. A
local publisher offers to
consider her novel if she will
first write a Sidmouth
guidebook for him. Emily
agrees and begins researching
the area with help from the
Duke of Kent's handsome
private secretary. But a
surprise visitor from her past
shows up at Sea View, leaving
Emily torn between the desires
she's long held dear and her
budding dreams for the future.
Return to the Devonshire coast
with the Summers sisters,



where loyalties are tested,
secrets come to light, and new
love emerges.
The Tutor's Daughter Feb 27
2024 Award-Winning Regency
Romance from Bestselling
Author Julie Klassen Emma
Smallwood, determined to help
her widowed father regain his
spirits when his academy fails,
agrees to travel with him to the
distant Cornwall coast, to the
cliff-top manor of a baronet
and his four sons. But after
they arrive and begin teaching
the younger boys, mysterious
things begin to happen and
danger mounts. Who does
Emma hear playing the
pianoforte, only to find the
music room empty? Who
sneaks into her room at night?
Who rips a page from her
journal, only to return it with a
chilling illustration? The
baronet's older sons, Phillip
and Henry, wrestle with
problems--and secrets--of their
own. They both remember
Emma Smallwood from their
days at her father's academy.
She had been an awkward,
studious girl. But now one of
them finds himself

unexpectedly drawn to her.
When the suspicious acts
escalate, can the clever tutor's
daughter figure out which
brother to blame...and which
brother to trust with her heart?
There Will Be Wolves Dec 03
2021 The daughter of an
apothecary and the owner of a
secret book of healing arts,
Ursula is determined to
become a great healer--but her
ambition makes her an outsider
in the Holy Roman Empire.
When she is accused of
witchcraft and sentenced to
burn at the stake, she is given
one chance to save herself; she
must march in the People's
Crusade to the holy city of
Jerusalem. Along with her
father and her friend Bruno,
Ursula joins thousands of other
pilgrims on a harrowing
journey that will expose the
dark side of the "glorious"
Crusades and change her life
forever.
The Painter's Daughter Mar 30
2024 Julie Klassen Is the Gold
Standard for Inspirational
Regency Fiction Sophie
Dupont, daughter of a portrait
painter, assists her father in his



studio, keeping her own
artwork out of sight. She often
walks the cliffside path along
the north Devon coast, popular
with artists and poets. It's
where she met the handsome
Wesley Overtree, the first man
to tell her she's beautiful.
Captain Stephen Overtree is
accustomed to taking on his
brother's neglected duties.
Home on leave, he's sent to
find Wesley. Knowing his
brother rented a cottage from a
fellow painter, he travels to
Devonshire and meets Miss
Dupont, the painter's daughter.
He's startled to recognize her
from a miniature portrait he
carries with him--one of
Wesley's discarded works. But
his happiness plummets when
he realizes Wesley has left her
with child and sailed away to
Italy in search of a new muse.
Wanting to do something
worthwhile with his life,
Stephen proposes to Sophie.
He does not offer love, or even
a future together, but he can
save her from scandal. If he
dies in battle, as he believes he
will, she'll be a respectable
widow with the protection of

his family. Desperate for a way
to escape her predicament,
Sophie agrees to marry a
stranger and travel to his
family's estate. But at Overtree
Hall, her problems are just
beginning. Will she regret
marrying Captain Overtree
when a repentant Wesley
returns? Or will she find
herself torn between the father
of her child and her growing
affection for the husband she
barely knows?
A Shopkeeper's Daughter
Oct 13 2022 Sonja Haraldsen,
a young Norwegian
seamstress, meets Crown
Prince Harald of Norway at a
party. The two quickly fall in
love, and Harald soon proposes
marriage, but his father, King
Olav, expects his son to marry
only royal blood. Soon, the
romance finds its way into the
press, and their scandalous
romance becomes the
Norwegian scandal of the
century.
The Bridge to Belle Island Aug
30 2021 In 1819 England,
"evidence from a mysterious
death takes Benjamin to an
island on the Thames. There



Isabelle is trapped by fear and
a recurring dream about a
man's death. Or is it a
memory? When a second death
brings everyone under
suspicion, she realizes her
island sanctuary will never be
the same"--Provided by
publisher.
Never Say Never Nov 01 2021
A sudden shift in a hurricane's
course cancels senior citizen
Donetta's cruise at the last
minute. Thrown together with
a young woman named Kai,
Donetta leads a group of
evacuees back to Daily, Texas,
where the charm of the town--
and the high school coach--has
Kai rethinking her drifter
existence. Donetta, on the
other hand, is contemplating
moving on from her
floundering marriage. As more
people seek refuge in the small
town, can they transition from
merely surviving to truly
thriving?
A Passion Denied (The
Daughters of Boston Book #3)
Jun 08 2022 Young Elizabeth
O'Connor is the little sister
John Brady always longed for.
But she wants much more than

that from her spiritual mentor.
As she blossoms into a
beautiful young woman intent
on loving John, he must push
back the very real attraction he
feels for her. His past just
won't let him go there.
Unfortunately, Lizzie won't let
him go anywhere else--until she
discovers he is not all that he
seems. Can true love survive
such revelations? Full of the
romance and relationships
Lessman readers have come to
love, A Passion Denied is the
final book in the popular
Daughters of Boston series.
The Innkeeper of Ivy Hill (Tales
from Ivy Hill Book #1) May 20
2023 First Series from
Bestselling Author Julie
Klassen! The lifeblood of the
Wiltshire village of Ivy Hill is
its coaching inn, The Bell. But
when the innkeeper dies
suddenly, his genteel wife, Jane
Bell, becomes the reluctant
owner. Jane has no notion of
how to run a business.
However, with the town's
livelihood at stake and a large
loan due, she must find a way
to bring new life to the inn.
Despite their strained



relationship, Jane turns to her
resentful mother-in-law, Thora,
for help. Formerly mistress of
The Bell, Thora is struggling to
find her place in the world. As
she and Jane work together,
they form a measure of trust,
and Thora's wounded heart
begins to heal. When she
encounters two men from her
past, she sees them--and her
future--in a different light. With
pressure mounting from the
bank, Jane employs innovative
methods to turn the inn
around, and puzzles over the
intentions of several men who
seem to have a vested interest
in the place. Will her efforts be
enough to save The Bell? And
will Thora embrace the
possibility of a second chance
at love?
The Bride of Ivy Green (Tales
from Ivy Hill Book #3) Jan 16
2023 Much has happened in
idyllic Ivy Hill in recent
months, and while several
villagers have found new love
and purpose, questions remain-
-and a few dearly held dreams
have yet to be fulfilled. Jane
Bell is torn. Gabriel Locke is
back and has made his

intentions clear. But Jane is
reluctant to give up her inn and
destine another man to a
childless marriage. Then
someone she never expected to
see again returns to Ivy Hill. . .
. Mercy Grove has lost her
school and is resigned to life as
a spinster, especially as the
man she admires seems out of
reach. Should she uproot
herself from Ivy Cottage to
become a governess for a
former pupil? Her decision will
change more lives than her
own. A secretive new
dressmaker arrives in the
village, but the ladies soon
suspect she isn't who she
claims to be. Will they oust the
imposter, or help rescue her
from a dangerous
predicament? In the meantime,
everyone expects Miss
Brockwell to marry a titled
gentleman, even though her
heart is drawn to another.
While the people of Ivy Hill
anticipate one wedding, an
unexpected bride may surprise
them all. Don't miss this
romantic, stirring conclusion to
Tales from Ivy Hill.
Jane and the Year Without a



Summer May 08 2022 "If you
have a Jane Austen-would-have-
been-my-best-friend complex,
look no further . . . [Barron]
has painstakingly sifted
through the famed author's
letters and writings, as well as
extensive biographical
information, to create a finely
detailed portrait of Austen's
life—with a dash of fictional
murder . . . Some of the most
enjoyable, well-written fanfic
ever created."—O Magazine
May 1816: Jane Austen is
feeling unwell, with an uneasy
stomach, constant fatigue,
rashes, fevers and aches. She
attributes her poor condition to
the stress of family burdens,
which even the drafting of her
latest manuscript—about a
baronet's daughter nursing a
broken heart for a daring naval
captain—cannot alleviate. Her
apothecary recommends a trial
of the curative waters at
Cheltenham Spa, in
Gloucestershire. Jane decides
to use some of the profits
earned from her last novel,
Emma, and treat herself to a
period of rest and reflection at
the spa, in the company of her

sister, Cassandra. Cheltenham
Spa hardly turns out to be the
relaxing sojourn Jane and
Cassandra envisaged, however.
It is immediately obvious that
other boarders at the guest
house where the Misses Austen
are staying have come to
Cheltenham with stresses of
their own—some of them
deadly. But perhaps with Jane’s
interference a terrible crime
might be prevented. Set during
the Year without a Summer,
when the eruption of Mount
Tambora in the South Pacific
caused a volcanic winter that
shrouded the entire planet for
sixteen months, this fourteenth
installment in Stephanie
Barron’s critically acclaimed
series brings a forgotten
moment of Regency history to
life.
The Heiress of Winterwood
Apr 26 2021 Darbury, England,
1814. Amelia Barrett gave her
word. Keeping it could cost her
everything.
The Silent Governess Nov 25
2023 A dangerous secret...an
overheard conversation...and a
woman who is not what she
seems. Will hidden pasts ruin



their hope of finding love?
A Necessary Deception (The
Daughters of Bainbridge House
Book #1) Feb 02 2022 When
young widow Lady Lydia Gale
helps a French prisoner obtain
parole, she never dreamed he
would turn up in her parlor.
But just as the London Season
is getting under way, there he
is, along with a few other
questionable personages. While
she should be focused on
helping her headstrong
younger sister prepare for her
entré into London society, Lady
Gale finds herself preoccupied
with the mysterious
Frenchman. Is he a spy or a
suitor? Can she trust him? Or is
she putting her family in
danger? Readers will enjoy
being drawn into this world of
elegance and intrigue, balls
and masquerades. Author
Laurie Alice Eakes whisks
readers through the drawing
rooms of London amid the
sound of rustling gowns on this
exciting quest to let the past
stay in the past and let love
guide the future.
When Calls the Heart Jan 04
2022 A lovely schoolteacher

faces the frontier with the firm
resolve to never marry a rowdy
adventurer of the West.
Canadian West book 1.
Let's Take the Long Way Home
Mar 06 2022 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER They met
over their dogs. Gail Caldwell
and Caroline Knapp (author of
Drinking: A Love Story)
became best friends, talking
about everything from their
love of books and their shared
history of a struggle with
alcohol to their relationships
with men. Walking the woods
of New England and rowing on
the Charles River, these two
private, self-reliant women
created an attachment more
profound than either of them
could ever have foreseen.
Then, several years into this
remarkable connection, Knapp
was diagnosed with cancer.
With her signature exquisite
prose, Caldwell mines the
deepest levels of devotion, and
courage in this gorgeous
memoir about treasuring a best
friend, and coming of age in
midlife. Let’s Take the Long
Way Home is a celebration of
the profound transformations



that come from intimate
connection—and it affirms,
once again, why Gail Caldwell
is recognized as one of our
bravest and most honest
literary voices.
Lady of Milkweed Manor Apr
30 2024 The engaging and
moving story of a once-proper
lady who finds herself in a most
unexpected situation; a
romance set in Regency
England.
The Lost Heiress (Ladies of the
Manor Book #1) Feb 22 2021
Roseanna White Debuts
Sparkling British Historical
Romance Brook Eden has
never known where she truly
belongs. Though raised in the
palace of Monaco, she's British
by birth and was brought to the
Grimaldis under suspicious
circumstances as a babe. When
Brook's friend Justin uncovers
the fact that Brook is likely a
missing heiress from Yorkshire,
Brook leaves the sun of the
Mediterranean to travel to the
moors of the North Sea to the
estate of her supposed family.
The mystery of her mother's
death haunts her, and though
her father is quick to accept

her, the rest of the family and
the servants of Whitby Park are
not. Only when Brook's life is
threatened do they draw close--
but their loyalty may come too
late to save Brook from the
same threat that led to tragedy
for her mother. As heir to a
dukedom, Justin is no stranger
to balancing responsibilities.
When the matters of his estate
force him far from Brook, the
distance between them reveals
that what began as friendship
has grown into something
much more. But how can their
very different loyalties and
responsibilities ever come
together? And then, for a
second time, the heiress of
Whitby Park is stolen away
because of the very rare
treasure in her possession--and
this time only the servants of
Whitby can save her.
A Moment of Weakness Mar
25 2021 Had they found each
other again after all these
years, only to lose everything
that matters most? As children,
Jade Conner and Tanner
Eastman were best
friends—until scandal drove
them apart. Then, one golden



summer, they find each other
again. Through endless days
they share their hearts and
souls and dreams of forever.
Then, in a moment of
weakness, they make a
decision that will tear them
apart for nearly a decade. In
their own separate corners of
the country, Jade and Tanner
have become fighters for
religious freedom. Now Jade’s
unfaithful husband is
determined to destroy her in a
custody battle that will rock
the nation and shake people’s
understanding of faith and
freedom. Could Jade lose her
only child because of her faith?
Only one man can help her in
her darkest hour. And only one
old woman knows the secret
about that summer and the
truth that can set them all free.
An Ivy Hill Christmas Jul 30
2021 Richard Brockwell, the
younger son of Ivy Hill's most
prominent family, hasn't been
home for Christmas in years.
He prefers to live in the
London townhouse, far away
from Brockwell Court, the old
family secret that haunts him,
and the shadows of his past

mistakes. But then his mother
threatens to stop funding his
carefree life--unless he comes
home for Christmas. Out of
options, he sets out for Ivy Hill,
planning to be back on a coach
bound for London and his
unencumbered bachelor life as
soon as the festivities are over.
But Christmas in the country
presents unforeseen surprises,
including encounters with an
orphaned apprentice, the first
love he disappointed years ago,
and Arabella Awdry, a young
lady who is far more appealing
than he recalled . . . and
determined to have nothing to
do with him. Will
Christmastime in Ivy Hill, with
its village charm, kissing
boughs, joyous songs, and
divine hope, work its magic in
his heart . . . and hers as well?
The Girl in the Gatehouse Oct
25 2023 Miss Mariah Aubrey,
banished after a scandal, hides
herself away in a long-
abandoned gatehouse on the
far edge of a distant relative's
estate. There, she supports
herself and her loyal servant
the only way she knows how--
by writing novels in secret.



Captain Matthew Bryant,
returning to England
successful and wealthy after
the Napoleonic wars, leases an
impressive estate from a cash-
poor nobleman, determined to
show the society beauty who
once rejected him what a
colossal mistake she made.
When he discovers an old
gatehouse on the property, he
is immediately intrigued by its
striking young inhabitant and
sets out to uncover her
identity, and her past. But the
more he learns about her, the
more he realizes he must
distance himself. Falling in love
with an outcast would ruin his
well-laid plans. The old
gatehouse holds secrets of its
own. Can Mariah and Captain
Bryant uncover them before
the cunning heir to the estate
buries them forever?
Shadows of Swanford Abbey Jul
22 2023 Agatha Christie meets
Jane Austen in this atmospheric
Regency tale brimming with
mystery, intrigue, and
romance. When Miss Rebecca
Lane returns to her home
village after a few years away,
her brother begs for a favor: go

to nearby Swanford Abbey and
deliver his manuscript to an
author staying there who could
help him get published. Feeling
responsible for her brother's
desperate state, she reluctantly
agrees. The medieval
monastery turned grand hotel
is rumored to be haunted. Once
there, Rebecca begins noticing
strange things, including a
figure in a hooded black gown
gliding silently through the
abbey's cloisters. For all its
renovations and veneer of
luxury, the ancient foundations
seem to echo with whispers of
the past--including her own.
For there she encounters Sir
Frederick--magistrate,
widower, and former neighbor-
-who long ago broke her heart.
When the famous author is
found murdered in the abbey,
Sir Frederick begins
questioning staff and guests
and quickly discovers that
several people held grudges
against the man, including
Miss Lane and her brother.
Haunted by a painful betrayal
in his past, Sir Frederick
searches for answers but is
torn between his growing



feelings for Rebecca and his
pursuit of the truth. For Miss
Lane is clearly hiding
something. . . .
The Apothecary Jan 28 2024
It's 1952 and the Scott family
has just moved from Los
Angeles to London. Here,
fourteen-year-old Janie meets a
mysterious apothecary and his
son, Benjamin Burrows - a
fascinating boy who's not
afraid to stand up to authority
and dreams of becoming a spy.
When Benjamin's father is
kidnapped, Janie and Benjamin
must uncover the secrets of the
apothecary's sacred book, the
Pharmacopoeia, in order to find
him, all while keeping it out of
the hands of their enemies -
Russian spies in possession of
nuclear weapons. Discovering
and testing potions they never
believed could exist, Janie and
Benjamin embark on a
dangerous race to save the
apothecary and prevent
impending disaster. Together
with Ian Schoenherr's
breathtaking illustrations, this
is a truly stunning package
from cover to cover.
The Maid of Fairbourne Hall

Dec 27 2023 Regency Romance
and Mystery from Bestselling
Author Julie Klassen Pampered
Margaret Macy flees London in
disguise to escape pressure to
marry a dishonorable man.
With no money and nowhere
else to go, she takes a position
as a housemaid in the home of
Nathaniel Upchurch, a suitor
she once rejected in hopes of
winning his dashing brother.
Praying no one will recognize
her, Margaret fumbles through
the first real work of her life. If
she can last until her next
birthday, she will gain an
inheritance from a spinster
aunt--and sweet independence.
But can she remain hidden as a
servant even when prying eyes
visit Fairbourne Hall?
Observing both brothers as an
"invisible" servant, Margaret
learns she may have misjudged
Nathaniel. Is it too late to
rekindle his admiration? And
when one of the family is
nearly killed, Margaret alone
discovers who was responsible.
Should she come forward, even
at the risk of her reputation
and perhaps her life? And can
she avoid an obvious trap



meant to force her from
hiding? On her journey from
wellborn lady to servant to
uncertain future, Margaret
must learn to look past
appearances and find the true
meaning of "serve one another
in love."
The Silent Governess Apr 18
2023 Believing herself guilty of
a crime, Olivia Keene flees her
home, eventually stumbling
upon a grand estate where an
elaborate celebration is in
progress. But all is not as
joyous as it seems. Lord
Bradley has just learned a
terrible secret, which, if
exposed, will change his life
forever. When he glimpses a
figure on the grounds, he fears
a spy or thief has overheard his
devastating news. He is
stunned to discover the
intruder is a scrap of a woman
with her throat badly injured.
Fearing she will spread his
secret, he gives the girl a post
and confines her to his estate.
As Olivia and Lord Bradley's
secrets catch up with them,
will their hidden pasts ruin
their hope of finding love?
Lady Maybe Aug 23 2023 In

this novel by the three-time
Christy Award-winning author
of The Maid of Fairbourne Hall,
a woman’s startling secrets
lead her into unexpected
danger and romance in
Regency England… One final
cry…“God almighty, help us!”
and suddenly her world shifted
violently, until a blinding
collision scattered her mind
and shook her bones. Then, the
pain. The freezing water. And
as all sensation drifted away, a
hand reached for hers, before
all faded into darkness… Now
she has awakened as though
from some strange, suffocating
dream in a warm and
welcoming room she has never
seen before, and tended to by
kind, unfamiliar faces. But not
all has been swept away. She
recalls fragments of the
accident. She remembers a
baby. And a ring on her finger
reminds her of a lie. But most
of all, there is a secret. And in
this house of strangers she can
trust no one but herself to keep
it.
The Maid of Fairbourne Hall
Jun 20 2023 Fleeing a
dishonorable man, Margaret



abandons her pampered upper-
class world for an anonymous
life "below stairs." But will
danger or love find her first?
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